
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Forest Health Alert 
Fire Injury to Trees 
Predicting tree mortality is a primary concern after fires sweep through forests. Landowners 
need to assess how badly trees are damaged so they can retain those trees which will 
recover, yet quickly salvage the trees which are unlikely to survive. Rapid salvage allows 
financial return and removes potential breeding sites for insect pests. This fact sheet 
describes the damaging effects of fires on trees. It covers how insects respond to fire-
weakened trees. It also provides a system for evaluating whether a fire damaged tree is likely 
to survive.  

In general, trees are killed outright by crown fires and high intensity fires. Lower intensity 
fires may leave damaged strands or cause partial tree kill. The recovery and subsequent 
growth of a fire-damaged tree depends on its capacity to carry out normal physiological 
processes, especially photosynthesis. 

Degree of crown scorch, foliage consumption, bud mortality, and stem damage to the bark 
and cambium layer (just under the bark) determine whether trees will survive. Crown scorch 
is caused by hot gases rising from a fire burning along the ground. When scorch is severe 
the foliage and twigs are “baked” into a directional set that indicates the run of fire. Twigs 
and foliage with a directional set do not recover, and the foliage tends to remain on the 
trees for a few years. Trees that have had their needles consumed by the fire also do not 
survive.   

While complete crown scorch causes rapid tree death, many trees with partially scorched 
crowns survive. A major determining factor in whether a conifer with a crown scorch can 
survive is the damage to the buds. Buds may not be killed in a tree that has been 
moderately scorched, in which case the tree would probably recover.  

Most long-term studies have shown that fire-related mortality during the second growing 
season following fires is greater than that observed during the first. Approximately 90% of 
tree mortality occurs within three years. 

In addition, insects, weathering, and fungi cause degradation of fire-killed timber that is 
intended for salvage. The rate of degradation, size of trees in question, and market 
conditions determine how long it continues to be economical to salvage dead timber 
following tree death.  

Freshly killed or fire injured trees are very attractive to certain insects such as bark beetles 
and wood borers. These insects are well-adapted to locating weakened trees, sometimes 
attacking trees even before fires have been put out. Severely weakened trees are killed 
swiftly, providing additional growing space for surviving trees and future wildlife habitat. 
Wood boring insects introduce bacteria and decay fungi deep into logs and snags, an 
important role in the initial stages of decomposition. Damage results when bark beetles kill 
trees that might otherwise survive or when boring insects degrade the wood of fire-killed 
trees intended for salvage. 
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Bark beetles consume the nutritious phloem tissue between the bark and wood of dead trees. 
Most take advantage of dead or severely weakened trees. Bark beetles use communication 
chemicals and overwhelm tree defenses with high numbers of simultaneous attacks. The 
beetles also carry fungi which assist in killing the tree and eventually degrade the wood.  

Bark beetle induced mortality to fire-injured trees occurs primarily in the first year or two 
following the fire. Additional mortality may occur when a high beetle population which 
developed in the fire-injured trees attacks the fire survivors the next year. The extent and 
duration of this subsequent mortality depends on the size of beetle populations and vigor of 
remaining trees. Not all bark beetle species have the potential to kill fire survivors.  

The best way to reduce the risk of bark beetle-caused tree mortality is to remove dead and 
dying trees before beetle populations grow large enough to move on and attack uninjured or 
recovering trees. Very high value trees can be temporarily protected from bark beetle attack 
by judicious use of chemical pesticides. This technique can be very expensive and should be 
used in a manner which will preserve natural insect predators.  

Wood boring insects enter the wood of fire-killed trees. Their tunnels cause significant 
degradation of salvaged material. Because they attack trees very quickly following fire, 
damage generally cannot be eliminated entirely. Rapid salvage and utilization shortens the 
time these insects live within the wood, reducing the depth and extent of penetrating tunnels. 

Soon after a fire, an initial evaluation can be made to located dead and severely injured trees 
for immediate salvage. A subsequent survey the following spring can be used to evaluate 
which of the less severely injured trees allows time for recovery symptoms to become 
apparent and makes survival predictions more accurate. 

When assessing whether a tree will survive a fire, first determine the amount of needle scorch 
in the crown. Estimate the percentage of the original green crown that has been scorched 
(example 50 percent). 

Next, determine the distribution of mortality throughout the crown by assessing buds and 
twigs. When the bases of scorched needles are still green, the buds may be alive. Slice a bud 
longitudinally with a sharp knife or razor to see if it is a succulent bright green inside. Killed 
buds are usually light tan to brown inside and appear dry. Dead needles are shed from live 
twigs more rapidly than from dead twigs. The abcission layer of “breakaway cells” at the base 
of the needles does not form in dead twigs.  

Remove trees with needles consumed by fire, with bud and twig mortality spread throughout 
the crown or with scorch extending to the top. Retain trees that have less than 70 percent 
scorch (immediate assessment) or less than 80 percent scorch (spring assessment). 

Research has indicated that approximately 40% of ponderosa pine trees with 50% or more 
crown scorch will be killed by bark beetles. Trees with large numbers of pitch tubes above six 
feet high on the bole, beetle-containing galleries, or with blue-stained sapwood should be 
removed. 

 

 

Evaluating whether 
trees will survive 

Be conservative! 


